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Biodiversity crisis is in a crisis: 

given a name in 1986

reconfirmed in 1992 at Earth Summit in Rio



... and reconfirmed 2008 at COP 9 in Bonn:

Biodiversity disappeard from the global agenda



WHY

has biodiversity lost?



There are more urgent issues:
Food security

Climate change
Energy supply
War on terror

...



...
Missing response / research curriculum

Unlike our colleagues in Climate Change or 
Ozone, we did not pick up the challenge, 

and build an adequate research curriculum 
and infrastructure.



22 years later, we still operate based on 
anecdotes, not state of the art science, and 

beg others to help



... please give us some money...



What has this to do with 
Latin Binomen and E-Publications?



Linnaeus needed to have a system that helped 
him to enter the new species that where 

collected (mainly) for food security reasons, into 
the known:

Binomen and Hierachy as solution



Linnaeus needed for the comprehensive 
Systema Naturae to weed mythical animals from 

natural beasts. 



Conrad Gesner, Thierbuch 1606
http://www.humi.mita.keio.ac.jp/treasures/nature/Gesner-web/highlight/high-top.html



The legacy:
several hundred million pages of printed 

species descriptions in our libraries 
including descriptions of an estimated 

1.8M species



So, what is the problem?



Access



Before antbase.org, Harvard‘s Museum of 

Comparative Zoology could claim to be the only 

location with a complete set of ant systematics 

publications from 1758 - present.

Through antbase.org‘s 

digital library, access 

to this body of 

literature is worldwide, 

and it is actively used 

(>10,000 visits in one 

month only).



The Biodiversity Heritage Library is currently digitizing and make 

accessible >100 million pages, most of them out of copyright, ie 

older then 1925.



Access to ant taxonomic publications through antbase.org /Smithsonian Institution, including currently the entire 

body of non-copyrighted publications since 1758 (>4,000 publications or 85,000 pages)



Can taxonomic work be copyrighted?

Copyright legislation is national but is based on the 
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and 
Artistic Works which defines a minimal standard. This 
international copyright standard does not require the 
recognition of descriptions as works.



“work” does not mean “text”, does not mean “data”, 
does not mean “information”. “Work” is something 
more. That kind of something more has many different 
definitions in the various legislations, but it is always 
there: It may be called originality, individuality, 
creation, personal expression, creative shaping or 
anyhow else, but it is a condition for qualifying a 
product as a work: “Work” is an intellectual product 
that is in a certain sense particular, individual, original, 
new.
(Egloff: EDIT IPR and Copyright, 2008)



Taxonomic descriptions are highly structured and 

homogenous, part of a global >100 million page 

corpus growing at a rate of ca 20,000 new species 

descriptions per year, not counting redescriptions. Its 

structure is tightly controlled by a peer review process 

enforcing standards, a domain specific vocabulary and 

not written as poem or in flowery language but 

scientific jargon. 

Descriptions do not qualify as work. 

The publications including the descriptions might.
(Egloff: EDIT IPR and Copyright, 2008)



It is about digesting millions of pages: 

>>100 M pages taxonomic literature

25M scientific publications / year
25K journals

>1K with taxonomic descriptions



The focus is on specific content -
information put in context -

not the PDF per se.



It is about access to the original or 
source data



It is about data and information in 
context



It is about machines
(not human) doing a great deal of the 

work for us. 



Semantically enhanced descriptions 
do the job 



This means to develop a schema that models the logic 

content (e.g TaxonX),  insert those tags that define what a 

word means, so a computer can understand as well. To 

assure, that everybody talks about the same species, the 

name can be linked to a reference name server

Azteca instabilis

Would then read like

<tax:name>

<tax:xid source="HNS" identifier="25999"/>                  Link to external database

<tax:xmldata>                                                                Normalization of data

<dc:Genus>Azteca</dc:Genus>

<dc:Species>instabilis</dc:Species>

</tax:xmldata>

Azteca instabilis

</tax:name>



This can also be applied to entire sections of text, such as 
the descriptions of a species and its parts.

<tax:treatment>

<tax:nomenclature>

<tax:name>

<tax:xid source="HNS" identifier="193329"/>

<tax:xmldata>

<dc:Genus>Mystrium</dc:Genus>

<dc:Species>leonie</dc:Species>

</tax:xmldata>

Mystrium leonie

</tax:name>

<tax:status>n. sp.</tax:status>

Fig 1 D - F

</tax:nomenclature>

<tax:div type="description">

<tax:p>HOLOTYPE WORKER: TL 3.95, HL 1.02, HW 0.95, CI 93, SL 

1.30, SI 137, PW 0.73, ML 0.38. Mandible outer margin strongly curving 

to a sharp apical tooth, the apex parallel to the anterior clypeal margin. 

(Holotype with material in mandibles, so mandibles and anterior clypeus

$ described below from paratypes.) Median clypeus

....

</treatment>



global unique identifiers link up data



LSID for scientific publications
LSID for descriptons
LSID for names (Zoobank)
LSID for specimens
LSID for DNA sequences /       characters 
(ontologies)
LSID for repositories
GPS fixes for locations



- Get LSID  from Hymenoptera Name 

Server for names; ZooBank?

-Add new names 

- Get bibliographic Metadata 

from HNS (MODS)

- Get bibliographic Guids from 

bioguid (or EDIT?)

- Get geographic long/lat from 

geonames.org

Plazi workflow: GoldenGate mark up

-Get Guids for 

- CBOL

- NCBI

- specimen

- images

- .....



Plazi workflow: overview



Plazi Search and Retrieval 
Server: Access to data

TAPIR, SPM

You

You

You

human

machine



The semantically enhanced treatments, extracted, stored on Plazi.org, and served 

in a human readable form, are linked to the underlying data: Fisher & Smith, 2008, 

PLoS ONE.



Visualization



Multiple access points





Zootaxa and PloS-One are two 
examples of semantically enhanced 
recent puplications, complementing 
the corpus of malagasy ant literature



The conversion comes at a cost, even 

though GoldenGate and other editors exist



Does the mark-up process scale up to the 
millions of page needed to be processed?

Only partially: Mark up takes about 5min/page: 
For 100 M pages = 700 man years (but it is 
only a first tool...)



The cost of converting legacy 
publications can be avoided by 

producing marked-up publications up-
front



NLM/TaxonX schema allows publishers 
to generate marked-up output to a 

degree of resolution that can not be 
done a posteriori, and including 

standardized data from ontologies, 
etc..



Semi-automatically generated 
semantically enhanced e-publications 

are the only way to describe the 
missing 10 M species, and to deal with 

an increasing flood of data.
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The future of publications: 

The publication semiautomaticall generated



But more importantly, we need to 
envision what we could do with – or 
why we collect - this huge amount of 
easily accessible data, for which the 

legacy data is just the beginning: 
What is the taxonomic science behind 

it?



... accompanied, for example,  by rapidly 
becoming available gps-ed observation 
data...



Semantically enhanced
E-publications are the Latin Binomen

and hierachical system in the 21st 
century.



http://plazi.org

Thank you very much!

Donat Agosti
agosti@plazi.org


